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investigation 01 
to be the last. To my own Leichten/ritt was 

the to explore the tonal basis 11 which he did in the third edition 01 
his book on Musical Form (1927). Perhaps the most exponent tonal 
analysis has been Reinhold Brinkmann in his Arnold Schönberg: Drei Klavier-
stücke: Studien zur Frühen Atonalität bei (1969). The competition 
among those 10 venture diverse on the tonality 11 is fively, 
to say the least, while the fed by George Perie and Alan Porte, motivic 

interpretation. 
to this literature since am convinced that 

structurafly in Opus 11. In there is evi-
dence that 23, No. 1 some dozen years later. I have also 

musicians don 't understand simple thematic 
in Opus 11, No. 1 even they concern 

intervallic It is also to read the work 
do not bother to discuss structural relations 
they abstract various note sets. In both 
it seerns to me, a less 

out 

1 

Schoenberg's 
of atonal 

11 even 
resu!ts and, 

than a consideration 01 tonal struc-

11, No. 

IS not 
phrase, 

again into 
proceeds to dose 

expected contrasting 
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The entire antecedent establishes the G. con-

sequent repeats the in a UV'HLlH"'HC 

establishes the competing of m, but in its minor mode and 
not so The resumption of the in G but 
its contrasting phrase doses in the region of the b 
m, this time major. 

interpretations 
The theme 

binary form. 
preferred 

sures is the 
explanation 

the former 
numbering recognizes 
rather than twelve degrees: 

2 

G I A IBo BI c 
\ [,2 2 ~2 i -3 + 3 I 4 ~4 

as 
These seven degrees and 

as tonal degrees. 
alterations 

I Ef,E I FH 
1-6 +6 I 7 

express 

I o 

HOiN TONALITY FUNCTlONS 

3 

HH.UC>'-'U suggested an enlarging of degrees in 
of seven notated 

degree, darifies the tonal priority of G in measure 2 
of measure 3, as darifies appoggiatura 

F to E in as weH as the A dominant 

in more 
For purposes of a description of the 

degree numbering seems quite 
intervals and diminished 

nor even necessary far performers, but the 
contrasting phrases forming 

the revised notation (Examples 1 
these examples to harmonie roots. 

Ex. 1 
2 

1L 1 7 7 6 -

I@) V +3f I l#!9- 41"-~ .... 7 

l I ~ b..!I ~2 +3 ~7 71 2 
.' .- .. ' .... / 11 5~ 

."1 bs I I 
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harmonie progression involves 
arily related to prime center, one can expect a 
based on the prime tonie to lose immediate 
third measure of Opus 11 is a case 
as 7 6 1S informative: to 

but 
harmony aware persons. 
three levels of information: 
root (Example 2), E.."f..2 

relationship to the momentary or 
Ex. 3 

-3 

3) cn-'HcHHjJ to prime center, 
No. 1 (see Example 

A word or two is in order 
cadence 
phrase to 
cadence can 

4 

Schoenberg' s 

cadence but an extension of the V-I cadence over 

\VILLOGDON 

second-

one exist 

favored by Beethoven: the ii proceeds to I in soprano and 
voices; the 5 of I 1S the root of the arpeggiated V resolves 
to the + 3 of I; and the N 1S pedal tone underlying V - L Such a 
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not of 

Ex. 4 

rVor Ir 

's a cadence 
cadence serves hvo tonal centers at 

cadence of bar V7 of g at the same time 
'-"-,,,"'",,,,, to the eb center 

Ex. 5 
G: ti7 4 ~l 2 -3 

(E") 
9"" 

(5) 

.;3~ 

g. 
o· V 

ED: IV Il V {:upper o'1ord hili) 

in 
m opening 

progression from I to BI is 

b) 

&1 
m 
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The contrasting phrase, following the IH~)U.'-·l, 5 
E~ as atonal accent but the G 1S not very far away, 
monicaHy expressed in middle of phrase In 

Ex. 7 bende" and ' 
translates as ' 

The piano harmonic 
from the reviving thematic 

belween the two competing tone centers, perhaps better 
as a means of tween c and Eb, , , 

Ex. 8 

.. 
9+ WII--G, 
Eb~H 

E 

to a reinforced , or 

contrasting moves from e~ 
phrase seems rooted in !JV'>ll1VH but its second measure 23, and H1L.HH-lG" 

repetition, Eb 1S 29-32}0 

Ex. 9 
~ ; 24 

roving 
of remote degrees, phrase endings remain 
For the first second phrase endings of 
are related to each other as V to I G (Ex. 

v IV (DVI) IV I--V 
IV (bVI) 

Ex.lOa +3 ~5 
I U3 

Again Schoenberg indulges his cubist cadence (measure 
expressing the tonic, subdominant b submediant, if you 
the dominant in the three voice planes of the cadence's texture. 

r. '\.i "Ir T 
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The penultimate phrase of is 
a N-V7 half cadence, confirming a remarkable sense of 
turing on the part Schoenberg (Ex. 1 

Ex. 

I 
~l 2 -6 1 2 I 

6,tm-Hi 1 

[:3 
G, ;;9-----

G, IV v 'VI V7 

Even the short accelerando 49-50) between 
two phrases cooperates in this broad cadential return to G pro-
viding the 1 and 5 melodieally on strong metric beats and suggest-
ing an augmented 6th chord, the ii a proper for 
the V (Ex. 12): 

Ex. 12 

The recapitulation returns to astate of "schwebende 
offering G and m in about as a as possible. 
opening phrase of recapitulation moves from G to Eb; the 
phrase seems to G through its emphasis on ii and 
but G#s in measure 62 are used ambiguously, suggesting N of G 
and IV of the E doses melodie line in the bass with 
an augmented above that indudes the 2, 5 and [,2 G. Of 
course, the Ei? is -6 in G as weIl. A numbered, analysis from 
the perspectives of both tonal centers, m and G, is instmctive 

Ex. 13 
G, 2 02 +3! 

IJ. -- @ . ....--..... 

:): V HF Q ~ r I Ga 49 + i 1 &1 
-6 

Eb,OS 4 06 +3 2 n4 #~ ------
5 1:12 

HOW TONALlTY FUNCTIONS 

anacrusis on 
of measure 51 
anced as a 

6 

(-6) (7) 

<tu) (l 4 ~7) 

(domina..l1ce of G degrees begirIS) 
domin;l,.'1ce of EOdegrees ends. 

(VofN) V 
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However, this downbeat dissonance re~olves to a more 
tonal root, F, on the weak metrical beat, midway the 
fifths between the Eb and the G. Its dominant seventh character is 
twiee repeated, resolving strong beat dissonances 
as to condude with a half cadence on the V of G. Much 
non-resolving sequences found in the tonal literature, Schoenberg's 
progression moves directly to its goal, although tonal 
implieations circumscribing the cirde of remain (Ex. 
Ex. 15 f') rn.51 rn.52······· .... 

~ Pi :; ;I;? 
+3 >2 b) 

~ ~j t): dP 

l~dP) 
;'w P (i,.,(i 

G, >VB bm >VI bll 

There are other melodie and harmonie tonal supports 
passage weighting at first Eb and, then more heavily, G (Ex. 
Ex. 16 

a) 

I 
-6 
~ 

3 +6 -3 5 ~7 I """" 
+ ~ !:'j": 

G, IV V 'VI 

4, 

J 

(lH) V 

., 
V 

Of course, Eb and Gare closely related keys and eertain 
and melodie progressions are eommon to both but the 
implieations seem clear enough to support the hypothesis of a 
modulation being aetive in this retransition phrase. 

7 

One should not be too surprised to find Opus 11 

'" 

same 

ties to traditional tonal praetiees. Sehoenberg, at time of 
eomposing, is very coneerned with tonal harmony and the 
published result of coneern follows two years later The 
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What is more surprising 1S to find analysis 
to Sehoenberg's 23, No. 1, eomposed a dozen years 

our degree analysis to the opening seetion, a 
uu"r"'""'""'dH,,", strueture of the CUIHUU1>H.IUl 

Ex. 17 

examples, presented in chronologieal 

vaguely a 
in two phrases, the 

Model . 

thematie sentence: 
repeat of the 

phrase (Ex. 

Complement 
A i-P 

are 

Sehr langsam ("~=i08) -3 ~l 
+3 b 2' 1-=:::: :::-

4 ·'-=='1-

1 
(.~. ~~~~~~~~~ ~ 

IV Vm 

IV v- iii 
(viI) (ii)(V) 

Vll VI 
(N) 

IV V 

II Vll 
(l , V) 

4 1 

A _~ 

-6 

~VI Ii " 
Reduction 

-3 

------_9 Cadence 
05 

IV VaL Vof vi VofV VI 

l 

4 +3 5 °2 -3 1>5 06 PPP 

~~~~ 'Note the tonal 

similarity to the 

opening model of 

Opus 11, No. 1. 
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The model and cadential phrases alloiN the most 
arabie numbering system since the 
mental in ordering 
and also the closure of the the 
first phrase of reduction and, 
consequent, also our number 
tonality and to do so more directly in the second 
the complement to the model, or in second phrase of the reduc-
tion. These laUer phrases are not less but harmonie 
implications that are more remote, or more extended, than those of 
phrases 1, 3, and 5. Some information can be gained 
prime tonality numbering to phrases more 
analysis be useful If a more understanding of 
harmony were to be gained. 

However, these harmonie implications are not 
the extended use of tonality in the 19th century. of 
remote degrees and the direct relating of degrees 
flat side of the tonie must be taken account as 
interchange of major and minor mode. EssentiaHy, the 
to the model presents a very acceptable harmonie progression 
to d as the tonal center: the opening B emphasis moves 
e and a on its way to c and then chromatieally to E~, 
of d (Ex. 

Ex. 18 

~ .. .. #- (ill ) ~ @~ 

(,..) - -@-

d: VI II (IV) V Vll ~V!l (1) N 

C~, the most remote degree and root, enharmonieally prepares 
neapolitan. seems a logieal progression for a vV.1Hj.ßJ.,""UH.,g-

tary phrase and connects closely to the d that opens 
phrase. 

fact that Opus 23 is more rigorous in 
Opus 11, No. 1 (some writers have called it a three 
doesn't seem to downgrade influence of its tonal 
though harmonie rhythm is more dense and irregular in 
11, No. 1. The keen satisfaction that one derives from its three 
counterpoint, espedaHy in thematic sentence, can be 
to the logical progressions of its harmony as much as to 
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Even when the theme's 

music in the two preceding articles has been 
owners, Belmont Music Publishers {rpnrp<pn,ti 

for Three Piano Pieces, 00. 11 Arnold Schoenberg, and iVlCL"llCUHUO""-jJ''''V'U 

(repr(;:serltir!g Edition Wilh~lm Hansen) for Five Piano Pieces, Op. 23 by Arnold 
Schoenberg. 


